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Design and life ...

... as a Student

- IIT Delhi , Industrial design course
- VTU , Mechanical Engineering

... as a Professional
- Godrej and Boyce , Interio , India
- Independent consultant

FORM STUDY

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAM WORK

USER RESEARCH / OBSERVATION
SKILL AQUISITION
UNHINDERED CREATIVITY

REAL WORLD SCENARIOS
MANUFACTURING
CREATIVITY WITH CONSTRAINTS
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...as a Student

IIT Delhi, Industrial Design course

Projects Discussed here...
- Alternative Clothes Cleaner, Pages 4 - 16
My major project, therefore I have discussed the process at some length
- Revolute Concept vehicle, Pages 17 -18
A competition shortlisted entry
- Summer Internship at Bang Design, Pages 19
Kid’s watch with tracker, exterior design
- Twin Wheel Transporter, Pages 20 - 21
Featured in ‘Slingshot’ , a Graphic Novel
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Major project in the Final semester
Design of an

ALTERNATIVE CLOTHES CLEANER
Year: 2008 / Duration : 5 months
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A Household Appliance Leading 2 lives !
PASSIVE STATE
FURNITURE
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ACTIVE STATE
APPLIANCE

e Idea

CAMOUFLAGE .... An appliance whose Alter ego is that of Furniture, hence the 2 states Active and Passive
IONIZED AIR ....e mechanism of cleaning is through ionized air, eliminating the usage of water and detergent.
NO DEAD SPACE ....A household appliance generally remains in use for 1-2 hours in day, and then occupies dead space.
Can it function as something else so as to be more useful? Can we redefine the Interaction between MAN and MACHINE ?
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e Beginning

e project brief was based on the Electrolux design Lab’s competition , 2008.
eir brief called for designs which would address needs regarding food storage ,
cooking or washing for the user group, Generation @.
User group: is group essentially consists of the Internet generation, busy young
professionals between the ages of 25-30 who are independent, concerned about the
environment, and whose lives are intertwined with technology.

My Choice of subject: e Cleaning of Clothes

e Design Process
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- Research/study into what the user group might require (Interviews,Observations etc)
- Research into Technology Alternatives for cleaning clothes
- Ideation/Conceptualization: Integrating both FORM and FUNCTIONAL requirements
as found above to create a NEW USER EXPERIENCE .
- Initial presentation of concepts and ideas , where a choice is made.
- CAD models / renders leading to the final presentation of the concept.
- Model/Prototype of the concept
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INTERVIEWS

Anand Jha,

Age: 27 , Industrial Designer
Location: Bangalore, India

Mapping of answers to queries made to target consumers, in this case, young professionals

Sannidhya M,

Age : 26, Interaction designer
Location: Bangalore, India

Saurabh ,

Age: 28, Independent Design consultant
Location: New Delhi, India

OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH

... in Hostel/Independent rooms

Some Questions which arise from the Study ....
Clothing just put over the beds and chairs.
What makes it so inviting to do so?
Accumulation of clothes becomes a major hassle over time.
Can it be cleaned everyday without it becoming a chore?
Small rooms and sometimes cramped spaces.
Can the appliance fit in without occupying dead space when not in use?
Environmental concerns with washing .
Can effluents such as detergents etc be brought down to a minimum?
The Design Process
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Results of the Research/Study

WHAT should my design address?

- It should facilitate handling small, daily clothing loads
- It should be a part of the lifestyle of the user
- Reduces THINK time ....Intuitive Usage is the key
- Emissions and effluent release to be brought down to a minimum.
- ‘Dry-in-dirty….Dry-out-clean’
- Product to be small, mobile and be simple to use.
- Alternate technological means to be looked at to replace water and detergent
- e design should be clean, with no leakage and should require little maintanance.
- Decrease visits to the launder-mats.

Technology Alternatives

Effluents created by the detergents generally used during a traditional wash cycle has serious detrimental impact on the environment. Water consumption too needs to be controlled.
Hence alternatives which can reduce the use of these detergents and water consumption are
neccesary.

Mapping the washing cycle one day ...
Can we remove unneccessary steps?

Breaking the washing mould ...
Brainstorming with my classmates

e chosen alternative is Ionized air.

e Process is explained in the later pages with the working details of the Alternative
clothes cleaner.
The Design Process
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Image/mood boards with the theme

“Inspired by nature”

IDEA : BIO-MIMESIS
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“Camouflage in nature”
Blending with the environment !

SQUID
GRASS HOPPERS

ANALOGY

Can an appliance do the same !

The Design Process
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FORM...Exploration and some sample Sketches

A Simple Fluidic Form , is concieved for the product, when seen as a piece of furniture.
e External form is supposed to be So and welcoming for the user. e Inspiration for the form
comes from pebbles with the graphic around the form resembling patterns seen on pebbles.

Key Sketch and final form

The Design Process
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Scenarios of Interaction

FURNITURE

APPLIANCE

USER INTERFACE

e user sees the object as piece of furniture when he wants to

When in need , the clothes he needs to clean are dropped into
a net inside the appliance

Data regarding wash cycles ,duration etc are entered into the
tech unit which he pulls out
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e Product as a Conversation Starter !
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Details
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EXPLODED VIEW
The major parts of the product
are as shown alongside.
The central shell can be slid
into the external shell.

2. INNER CHAMBERED SHELL

1. EXTERNAL SHELL

3. TECHNOLOGY UNIT

4. MESH CLOTHES COLLECTOR
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Details

Working Principle
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Blue: Ionized air / Red: De-ionized air with particulate matter

e Air flow in the INNER SHELL is as shown above.

is convolute chamber acts like a nozzle for directing the flow of air from
the central portion onwards in a cyclic manner.
Pressure currents are set in motion through the chambers due to the low
pressure region above the ionzer due to the ionizer fan.
e form even on the inside is supposed to be sculptural and organic,
hence making the product beautiful , from inside-out.

Ionized air was chosen as the cleaning medium where charged air
molecules achieve cleaning action as they pass through the clothes.
e charged particles attract dirt and grime and the accumulation becomes
heavy and settles down, where they can be easily sucked out. is is a
method used in cleaning clothing and equipment in hospitals, removing
dust in rooms and also restoration of antique fabric.
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Cut - Section View

Air flow into shell , through the Ionizer

Possible color options

Air flow into shell through the Tech Unit

Technology Unit with Interface
is unit also has the Ionizer in the center

Display models at the Degree Show, 2008, IIT Delhi

More Details at www.coroflot.com/hvr828
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MATERIALS / PROCESSES

More Details at www.coroflot.com/hvr828
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Competition Project
A Shortlisted Entry for the

INTERIOR MOTIVES
DESIGN AWARDS ,
2007-08
‘REVOLUTE’ was concieved for the
‘Conceptual Exterior category’ where
a vehicular concept was to be designed
within the brief :
‘I’ is for innovation : To design an automotive Ipod.
So I chose to comeup with a personal
transport vehicle which peers into the
future and tries to bridge the gap between a car and motorbike.

e concept was among the top
50 for this competition.
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TWO STATES : Static and Dynamic postures

Revolute responds to the users remote call by assuming the dynamic position and personilized messages flash to the user from the display along the
entire cockpit. e response is triggered by the onboard computing facility behind the seat which activates the swivel arms enabling the change .

a.

STATIC
(Parked)

DYNAMIC
(In Use)

b.
a. Materials and Configuration
b. Swivel wheels aiding turns

Revolute featured in the following sites:
http://www.ecofriend.org/entry/revolute-concept-innovatively-designed-electric-vehicle-for-the-future/
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/eco-friendly-runabout-revolute-concept-fuel-cell-car
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- Mind Maps
- Brainstorming
- Configuration sketches
- Concept sketches
- Renders
- Mock-ups
e chosen concept sketch is shown alongside. e red button on the dial face is the
alarm button for the child which then
sends a signal to the homing device.
Flexible circuits are used along the length
of the strap.

Summer Internship at Bang* Design, India (www.bang.co.in) , 2007

A 3 Month internship where I worked on developing a digital watch for kids(age 6-10)with a child tracking system
(transmitter) embedded into it.
Based on an idea of a client who wanted to create a product where Parents could keep track of their child’s location.
Especially useful when lost in crowds, the transmitter sends the signal to a reciever (homing device).
My brief was to work on the form and the configuration around the emebedded electronics. I started out with
storyboards , mindmaps, form explorations leading to the development of a few concepts of which one was chosen
for a mockup and presentation.
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Twin Wheel Transporter

A conceptual excercise where I tried to imagine and create a vehicle for the future citywhich uses twin wheels for transport suspended on a superconducting magnetic field
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Twin Wheel featured and credited in the Graphic novel ...

‘SLINGSHOT -Jupiter conspiracy’ in October 2009.
e story revolves around an exploratory mission to Jupiter in the year 2100, and the adventures which unfold
there. ‘Twin wheel’ appears in a page displaying a terrestrial scene , with hydrogen fueling stations and futuristic vehicles (shown below).
Web-Links to the novel : http://slingshot2100.com
http://www.fuzzyduckstudios.com/posts/slingshot-launched
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...as a Professional
2008-2010, Designer at Godrej and Boyce
2010 onwards, Independent Design Professional

Projects Discussed ...
- Cafeteria Table, Pages 25 -27
Is being sold under the moniker ‘Time-out’, by Godrej Interio
- External Graphic Design for OOTB, Page 28
- Conference Table for a Board room , Pages 29-30
A one-off piece done for a Board room in Godrej Interio
- PIZA tea pot and accessories, Pages 31-32
Freelance work for AB corp, India
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During 2008-10 , I have worked at Godrej and Boyce Mfg co ltd in Mumbai , India (www.godrej.com).
I was part of the ‘Desking, Open Office Systems and Storage (DOS) ’ group of e INTERIO division. Godrej is one of the largest conglomerates based in
India , and the INTERIO division is arguably the largest furniture manufacturer in India.
e DOS group mainly dealt with Institutional furniture, with schools, colleges and corporate offices being the main focus.

TEAM :

My team consisted of engineers and designers working in close quarters on projects , led by a team lead (design manager) .

ROLE :

My primary role as a designer in the DOS team can be illustrated as below.
e process usually began with a marketing brief and generally ended with transfer of data to the implementation teams , though I worked on a number of
secondary levels even aer that stage.

Marketing brief

USER
RESEARCH &
DESIGN BRIEF
GENERATION

Implementation
IDEATION/
CONCPTUALIZATION

DESIGN DETAILING

PROTOTYPING

Manufacturing

e following pages discuss the work I have undertaken , and a few examples of my work at Interio. Two out of the four major projects I was part of are
in their Engineering phases and though I cannot share those details due to IPR issues, I have discussed the projects which have been launched and are
being sold as of now.
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PROJECTS

I have been part of the since July 2008

Cafeteria Table

Lecture eatre Furniture

Launched, Being sold under
the name ‘TIME OUT’

In the Engineering
phase

For the IT/ITES sector

For Management Schools

Cabin Furniture
For Managers’ Cabins

In the Engineering
phase

Conference table

For the Board of Directors

One off and made to
suit the interiors

I have worked on a number of secondary projects too, especially in graphic design for some of the products.

Challenges faced !

- Intuitive use of furniture from assembly to actual use and finally to dis-assembly had be considered.
- Ergonomically right furniture was needed for the optimum range of users.
- Good amount of resaerch was neccesary to get a knowledge of the environment where the products would be used.
- Robust design was needed for products which had to sustain abusive environments, which needed to fit into multiple situations and scenarios.
- Cost sensitivity of Market segments posed a lot of material constraints.
- Modular and platform based design
- Assembly sequences had to be considered for ease of establishment on site / Flat packing was a cumpulsory condition for transport
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a.

b.

a. e Product as marketed
b. ‘Time-Out’ Display in a Showroom

Cafeteria Tables - ‘Time-Out’

Market Segment : Food courts in the Corporate sector.
Launch Year: 2009,
Product site: http://www.new.godrej.com/godrej/godrejinterio/products.aspx?id=29&menuid=293&sec=det&prodid=1685
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STUDY
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Visits to various Cafeterias and Interviews/photographic study ensued.

KEY FINDINGS
- NO ‘LIFE’ ....its an ordinary table, people said
- 3 USERS deal with the tables :
a. e Maintanence Personnel who loot to the cafeteria
b. e Facility Manager who aids in the purchase of the table
c. e actual user, who sits and uses the table.
- Stackability as an issue
- Edge chipping of tables was noticed
- Cleaning of understructures was paramount, as they were the dirtiest elements.

DESIGN CUES
- Simple and usable
- Fun/quirky
- Light and mobile
- Easy to maintain
26
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In Use

1.

Stacked Up

2.

3.

1. An Invisible tension
2. Variable sizes of the table top
3. Side-ways stackability

e Concept

e Table comes with a fluidic top piece which seems to convey an invisible tension as shown in image 1. Understructure is mainly metallic and kept really simple with a MDF top
board which is painted in lively colors and with a central graphic as shown below.
Stacking is sideways , due to an intentional variation in the size of the leg and the extent to which it protrudes the corners. is is shown in image 3. e Table is availiable in sizes accomodating 4, 6 and 8 people around it.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

External Graphics for ‘ Out Of e Box ’ (OOTB)
OOTB is a self contained compact workstation as shown to the right. It is meant
to be used in small offices or Home offices. I was given the task of coming up with
graphical elements on the exterior surface.
I worked on many options, some of which are shown above.
Options 1-3 are mural based designs for a home office. I tried to use the lines on
the product to come up with decorative murals which tell a story.
Options 4-8 are pattern/element based designs.
e version on option 6 was taken forward to develop the final graphical element
as shown to the right. Decals were developed to apply onto the Laminated surface.

Final product with graphic

Product in use
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Configuration of Conferencing equipment

View from the head of table

Proportions considered

Conference Table and Interiors for a Board of Directors room, 2009-10
A one off Project which is being realized at the Godrej HQ in Mumbai
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e Metaphor

‘MARA’ or e Tree (as known in the Kannada language)

e Conference table is likened to a tree branching from the ground, reminiscent of the great Banyan trees in
India.
is metaphor is used basically because the building space where the room is ,was surrounded by tall trees. So it seemed very justified to
base the table design on a very natural form. e overall interiors of the room too was kept very natural , with a woody feeling given by the
choice of veneers and granite for the Table, walls and floor.
e Table stands at a height of 725 mm with an overall length of 7.5 m and a width of 2.4m. It can seat 20-24 people.
It is integrated with technology, for both wire management and teleconferencing.
So it seems to be a juxtaposition between the traditional and the contemporary in terms of the marriage between styling and technology.
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PIZA
A Tea set in Stainless Steel, Freelance project - 2010

e PIZA family with the Teapot, Milkpot and the Sugar container

Created for ABcorp, India an exporter of articles made in SS and brass
A Collaborative effort with TEAM 3/3, the project went on for 2 months and
prototypes were displayed at fairs in Milan and Chicago
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Concept sketches and renders

Prototype aer photoshoot

Conceptual work

e product was to serve to expand ABcorp’s portfolio and was to serve in their European Export
Market .
My Team and I worked on all levels from conceptual design, analyzing the production strengths of
ABcorp to the final design and detailing of the chosen concept.
PIZA , is a double walled SS tea set. e Double wall essentially keeps heat losses to a minimum.
e Form is playfully reminiscent of the leaning tower of Piza and all the secondary elements
(spout,handle) are made to combine in harmony with the primary body.

Freelance work
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... Self motivated

Explorations, ought experiments, Ideas, and some Serious Play...
More can be seen in my portfolio site www.coroflot.com/hvr828

Projects Discussed here...
- Embryo Streetlight, Page 34
Concept streetlight using Alternative sources of energy
- Clairvoyance, Page 35
Communication by thought , through crystal balls
- Chicken or Egg ?, Page 36
What came first? , a Philosophical clock
- e Aliens, Page 37
Table / Storage ware in plastic
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A Future where every street/road light acts as a energy harnessing unit and not just a consuming one.
A number of these units spread out along highways generating power for themselves and the Grid.
is is the idea i began with for the Embryo concept.

a
b

Embryo Streetlight

An exploration into a streetlight acting as a energy harnessing unit, both for its own power as well as the grid. Alternative energy
sources are considered and a vertical axis wind turbine and a solar panel are considerd to be working in tamdem for tapping into the
sources.
Currently , I am working with a group of engineers into making this system a reality. e Technical details and the cost aspects of using this in villages/highways in India is being worked out. I really hope to see this happen .

a. Exploration
b. Energy tapping sources working in tandem
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A ought Experiment
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G touches the
crystal and
activates it

India

A touches
and triggers
the response

London

A Story board of thought/emotion being conveyed between Anne and her Grandma without actually speaking, over their personal crystal balls...

Clairvoyance

Communication of emotion through thoughts/gesture ... a ought Experiment
Can we communicate just by thought/emotion and no words?
Can warmth and love be relayed without speaking?

e idea came about when I realized living away from my parents/grandparents that sometimes even
though I had nothing to speak , I would be reminded of them.
In mythology crystals and crystal balls were used for supernatural and instant communication.
So what if we have a Crystal ball to comminicate that thought and warm touch as a gesture. Technology could make myth come alive. Something really worth experimenting, wouldn’t you agree?
A storyboard above explains the thought.
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A ought Experiment
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.
Its 10:05 ..
t?
ming in firs
o
c
s
t’
a
h
w
ah...so
the egg?
r
o
n
e
k
ic
h
...the c

A clock which mirrors an age old Philosophical question

So what came first ?.....e Chicken or the Egg?

11:07, the Chicken is first

10:57, the Egg is first

is is the Metaphor behind creating a clock which seems to be asking this age old philosophical ‘circular
cause and consequence’ question.
e Chicken and Egg are the hands running on the Periphery of the time piece, and as they move around in
the clockwise direction they are in an eternal chase as to who comes in first.
So at 11:07 as seen to the le the chicken is coming in first , whereas at 10:57 it is the egg.
e dial face can be made of metal , painted with black enamel paint , with a central LED ticker counting the
seconds. e Hands run on two tracks behind the Dial face. e chicken is the hour hand, and the egg is the
minute hand.
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1. Pull by the ears to reveal the storage space

The Aliens ...

To Li the Lid , pull the alien by the ear !!

2. Multi layered display / storage

Table / Storage ware in plastic

Little Aliens as plastic containers . This adds a Fun and Playful element onto the table or shelf. The projections on the lid act formally
as ears/antennae and functionally as handles. So to lift the lid, pull the aliens ny the ears !
A sure hit with children, the containers can be availiable in 2 sizes , with the larger one having multi-layer storage racks as shown.
1. Little Green
2. Big Blue , as shown above.
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